Presentation Feedback Form

Please share your opinions regarding your experience in today’s workshop. **Your responses to the following questions are important to us and will help CTL to improve future presentations.** All responses will remain anonymous and no individual information will be recorded or presented. If you would like to share more in-depth feedback with the CTL, you may do so in person by notifying us in B-439 (718-518-6639). We appreciate your feedback!

**My Experience**

1) I participated in today’s workshop as:

___ FT Faculty ___ PT Faculty ___ Staff ___ Other (please specify): __________________

2) Do you think that you will incorporate any strategies, techniques, or ideas discussed today?

___ Yes ___ No ___ Don’t Know/Not Sure

**Please identify the “take away” and elaborate on your response with details.**

3) Please circle **Yes** or **No** for each prompt regarding your experience at today’s presentation:
   a. My sense of belonging to a community of teaching practitioners was reinforced  Yes No
   b. I learned something from listening to colleagues’ experiences  Yes No
   c. I thought about new/different approaches to meeting student needs and demands  Yes No
   d. I thought about my teaching related to changing workforce demands for graduates.  Yes No
   e. I am encouraged to explore and test different techniques in my own teaching  Yes No
   f. The topic built on teaching practices I currently use in my classroom  Yes No
   g. I felt safe sharing my classroom experiences during the conversation  Yes No
   h. The presenter intentionally designed the workshop to include participant discussion  Yes No
   i. I am taking away a new teaching strategy or idea presented during the session  Yes No
   j. The information presented/discussed made me question a teaching technique I use  Yes No
k. I am motivated to modify my teaching practice in consultation with the presenter

        Yes  No

l. I am rethinking a technique with a new twist after an unsuccessful attempt

        Yes  No

m. I am aware of how the CTL fits into the college strategic and operational plans?

        Yes  No

Please elaborate with any ideas, comments or thoughts.

4) Share any feedback about the delivery of the presented material? Include constructive feedback.

Future Directions
5) Which of the following are most interesting to you? Check all that apply.

**Teaching Excellence**

___ Flipping Your Classroom  ___ Teaching a Course with no Pre-requisites

___ Using Small / Large Group Discussion  ___ Using Team/Collaborative Work

___ Teaching with Service Learning  ___ Modifying Teaching to Close Skills Gaps

Other __________________________________________

**Research and Scholarship**

___ Preparing Articles  ___ Preparing Grants

___ Conducting Teaching Research  ___ Accessing/Using Library Databases

___ Research and Tenure/Promotion  ___ Professional Progress/Recognition

Other __________________________________________

**Leadership and Service**

___ Managing Colleagues  ___ Managing Adjuncts

___ Communication Processes  ___ Program Development

___ Leadership Styles  ___ Committee Leadership

Other __________________________________________

Thank you for participating in this important professional development experience.